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NEWSLETTER
FRESHMAN WEEKS *** BICYCLE PROJECT *** ELECTIONS *** CORONA *** AKAS *** BEERPONG-TOURNAMENT

With power into the new semester
EMPLOYEES WANTED FOR THE
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
Do you already know the AKAS?

AKAS offers
#FreibergEntdecken
You are new to Freiberg or
have been here for a while and
haven't seen so much? Then
take the chance to go on a few
discovery tours through
Freiberg with us! To join in,
just stop by the Stura office to
register:
How about this:
27.11.
Together we will have a look
at the tower of Freiberger
Dom and our Terra
Mineralia in a night tour.
For December we plan to
show you the Ratshauskeller
and the Petritower.

Since our last head of public relations unfortunately had
to leave us, we are currently looking for dedicated people
who are interested in taking over our public affairs.
This includes tasks like designing posters and
advertisements and taking care of our social media.
If you have a knack for design or want to learn it, and of
course if you have any questions about the topic, please
contact us at info@stura.tu-freiberg.de.
UNIVERSITY ELECTIONS

On 23.11. and 24.11. the university elections take place
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. or from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., in which
you can elect the members of your faculty council, the
senate and the extended senate.
These committees make far-reaching decisions for your
studies and your voice is assured through your student
representatives.
You can find all information about the election in the
current election announcement at
https://tu-freiberg.de/universitaet/organisation/wahlen.
Voting will take place at the EAC at the Neue Mensa,
Agricolastraße 10a in Freiberg.

Bicycle project in planning
In collaboration with the
IMKF, Jennifer Schwarz, a
staff member in the Social and
International Affairs
Department, plans to offer
bicycles for
students to
borrow.

AND AGAIN CORONA…

Despite all the beautiful events, one topic always remains
topical: Corona. Above all, the work of the Studies and
Education department should be emphasized, which in
recent weeks has worked hard to maintain communication
between students and employees of the university and to
have an open ear for all parties.
You can find out which rules currently apply on the
university's Corona website: www.tu-freiberg.de/corona.

In addition, a self-help bicycle
workshop is to be set up by
students for students.
Volunteers are still needed for
the bicycle workshop. If you
are interested, please contact
stuwe-soziales@stura.tufreiberg.de.

In addition, a large-scale survey was created on the
current situation of students in connection with Corona,
the results of which you can find at
https://www.stura.tu-freiberg.de/de/dokumente/zahlen/.
Außerdem wurde eine groß angelegte Umfrage zur
derzeitigen Situation der Studierenden im Zusammenhang
mit Corona erstellt, deren Ergebnisse ihr unter
https://www.stura.tu-freiberg.de/de/dokumente/zahlen/
finden könnt. Among other things, we asked which
formats you prefer, what fears you have about Corona,
and what it all means for your studies. Take a look at what
the voice of the student body looks like.

THE FRESHMAN WEEKS

At the beginning of October, the StuRa and
the FSR’s were finally able to welcome the
first-time students back in attendance!
After a few in-house introductory events
and preliminary courses, the committees
also had the opportunity to introduce
themselves and to show the newcomers
what Freiberg student life has to offer.
In addition to various evenings to get to
know each other and meet ‘n’ greets, there
was also the colorful campus and the
campus festival for the first time.
In the former, our working groups and
initiatives were also able to show what
they have to offer. At the campus festival,
those present braved the bad weather and
danced to music in the rain. So we can
only hope for next year that the weather is
a little bit better for us.
We wish all new students a great start into
their study life and hope you arrived well
in Freiberg.
OF MUGS, BEER
AND BALLS

The first weeks followed on October 22nd.
the beer pong tournament, in which 40
teams fought for victory!
The venue was the great hall of the old
cafeteria. Of course, there were also
important visitors at an event of this size.
Our rector, Professor Barbknecht, and the
managing director of the Studentenwerk
Thomas Schmalz insisted on stopping by
and throwing a few balls themselves!
After countless balls thrown, tumbled cups
and spilled beer, the Indian Biryani team
won the day after a lot of effort.
After playful tension, the guests could
dance loose again at the aftershow party
with DJ Sam Collé.
We very much hope that the next
tournament in the summer will also create
such a mood!

For more information on individual topics, material requests, comments or ideas contact us at
sprecher@stura.tu-freiberg.de

Greetings, your StuRa!

